“The Bridge” Experiment Guidelines
THE FOCUS: To create a web of consciousness in order to establish a reliable bridge of contact between dimensions.
THE CONCEPT: One team, one goal, many locations.
DETAILS:
1. On October 1, 2016 the inaugural National Ghost Hunting Day will take place. The “shotgun start” for this event will be at 10
pm EST at Command Central, The Scarefest in Lexington Ky.
All paranormal teams will officially begin their respective hunts at this time (teams in different time zones will start at when
the shotgun goes off as well). This officially will end two hours later at 12 am EST.
2. All teams will follow guidelines, to establish continuity and create a collective web of consciousness amongst all members.
3. More importantly, our goal is to secure a solid, reliable bridge of contact between dimensions. We are betting on the power
of unified human psyche to accomplish this formidable experiment! Indeed, this will not be a “typical” ghost hunt per se,
and will rely on using known methods of focusing energies to build that bridge.
TEAM MEMBER REQUIREMENT: Each investigation team will include (minimally):
1) Psychic / Medium
2) Scientist (A neutral data gatherer)
3) Skeptic (This could also be the same person as the Scientist but they need to balance out the Psychic)
TEAM MEMBER RECOMMENDATION:
 One team member in the team that is the “Recorder”. This person will record significant findings or personal experiences
that are reported by fellow team member (with a time stamp to permit comparisons with other evidence or other teams).
 One team member will have access to an assigned and specified Facebook Group so that they can communicate or post
FB Live with one another and the Command Center. The entire group will be placed on a Facebook Chat.
PREPARATION:
1. Prior to the Experiment, you will receive a check off list to remind you of your preparation and specific instructions.
2. Several days ahead, all Psychics need to prepare their spirit guides (higher level energies) of the upcoming contact that will
occur. Personal amplification methods are encouraged (be it quartz at the location, etc.). Communicate that we are
preparing and the Other Side needs to get ready as well. In addition, we need our Psychics and Energy Workers to be ready
to push back anything negative waiting to take advantage of this.
3. Locations need to be available two hours before launch time. In that time, stationary cameras (optional) need to be put up.
There can be no more set up when we give the GO signal. In that 2 hours teams need to conduct and complete a full
baseline sweep, both with equipment (mandatory) and with theirs senses (recommended, aka “Quiet Time”)
4. During the investigation, we will require all teams to have live communication into the Command Center, as we guide and
coach through the process. You will receive specifics on how to receive this communication.
THE INVESTIGATION
Hour One: The Invocation
1. Words are spoken aloud at the Command Center to formally open the investigation and initiate the Bridge.
2. Thereafter, we recommend that everyone start with an EVP session as the first official action of the Investigation after the
Invocation. We’ll give them three control questions to start out with, the rest they can choose themselves.
3. At Command Central, a secret “Code Word” is revealed only to our Psychic Pillar (Psychic(s) located at Scarefest’s Command
Center, coordinating all the psychics). The goal is to create a web of consciousness that is plugged in to us from the
Command Center. Locations can report the word to us at any time if they feel they have it. Do record these intuitions.
4. Since we want to build our intention of contact during this time, we do not recommend the use of spirit boxes the first hour.
Hour Two:
1. Begin Hour Two with spirit box (or similar ITC device) sessions. The Command Center will provide 3 questions for those
sessions as well.
2. FOCUS: We are ONE TEAM IN MANY LOCATIONS. So while teams may want to ask location-specific questions, we need
them to plug into us as a whole first and ask the BIG PICTURE questions.

